Compass Lexicon

**Combination Compass**
- Traditional line, for general purpose
- Readjustable gear head
- 1 or 2 knee joints

**Geometry Compass**
- Centre wheel for precise setting of desired radius
- This construction prevents legs from drifting during work and ensures a high level of security
- Synchronic opening and closure of compass legs
- Hardened, round-shaped steel spring bow for continuous even adjustment
- 1 or 2 knee joints

**Quick-Action Compass with automatic spindle**
- Construction with automatic spindle for single-hand setting
- Readjustable gear head
- 1 or 2 knee joints

**Quick-Setting Compass by pressure lever mechanism**
- Rapid setting by a pressure lever mechanism with automatic locking of the spindle
- Precise setting of radius by centre wheel
- Readjustable precision gear head construction
- 1 or 2 knee joints